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1 Foreword 

5G is one of the most important topics in the industry, and will create an ecosystem for information and 

communications technologies. Unlike previous 2G, 3G, and 4G networking, 5G both upgrades mobile 

communications technologies and provides a platform driving the creation of the future, fully connected, 

digital world and the network infrastructure for Internet of Things (IoT). 

Services on 5G networks feature high bandwidth, low latency, and a massive number of connections. This 

creates high requirements for bandwidth, capacity, latency, and networking flexibility of transport networks. 

Building a unified transport network to meet the transport requirements of various 5G services is a major 

challenge. 

Optical transport network (OTN) technology combines the advantages of optical transmission and electrical 

processing to provide end-to-end, hard, transparent pipe connections, powerful networking capabilities, and 

large-capacity transmission capabilities for long distances. OTN offers hard pipes to guarantee strict 

isolation of different services and service bandwidths. Its comprehensive mechanism for operation, 

administration, and maintenance (OAM) ensures high service transmission quality and facilitates network 

O&M. Reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexing (ROADM) and optical-layer wave-division 

multiplexing (WDM) technologies improve the fiber transmission capacity to a Tbps level and greatly 

reduce network latency. 

The development and innovation of OTN technologies to maintain sustainable competitiveness and to 

efficiently carry 5G networks has become a major concern and research focus for the optical 

communications industry. This white paper will analyze requirements on 5G transport networks, propose 

OTN-based transport solutions, and explain the evolutionary trends of OTN technologies in the 5G era. 
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2 5G Technology Development and Transport Requirements 

Requirements on 5G transport are influenced by changes in 5G services and network architectures. 5G 

service requirements directly affect the technical specifications of transport networks, including bandwidth, 

latency, and clock precision. Architectural changes of 5G wireless networks and core networks lead to 

changes in transport network architecture, and raise new requirements for network functions, including 

network slicing and enhanced routing and forwarding. 

2.1 Key Performance Requirements of New 5G Services 

5G has three major application scenarios shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Performance requirements in typical 5G service scenarios 

 

 

1. Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB): This scenario involves data-intensive mobile broadband 

applications, such as virtual reality (VR), high-speed mobile Internet access, cloud storage and access 

anytime and anywhere, and live broadcast and sharing of 3D/UHD videos anytime and anywhere. The 

service bandwidth increases from 10 Mbps to 1 Gbps, and transport networks must provide ultra-high 

bandwidth. 

2. Ultra reliable & low latency communication (uRLLC): This scenario involves applications that require 

ultra-low latency and high reliability, such as unmanned driving, industrial interconnection, and 

automation. The service processing mode of the existing network needs to be improved to ensure that 

the bandwidth and latency of high-reliability services are predictable and can be guaranteed, without 

being impacted by other services. 

3. Massive machine type communication (mMTC): This scenario involves the applications that require 

multi-connection transport channels to achieve Internet of everything (IoE), such as Internet of 

vehicles (IoV), intelligent logistics, and intelligent asset management. To eliminate network 

congestion bottlenecks, high-precision clock synchronization must be provided for coordination 

between base stations. 
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2.2 Evolutionary Trends of 5G RAN Architecture 

The introduction of high bandwidth and low latency apps into 5G networks means that radio access 

network (RAN) architecture needs to be improved.  

Figure 2 Functional module restructuring for 5G RAN 

 

 

5G RAN networks will evolve from the two-level structure of a baseband unit (BBU) and a remote radio 

unit (RRU) present in 4G/LTE networks, to a three-level structure that includes a centralized unit (CU), a 

distributed unit (DU), and an active antenna unit (AAU). This restructuring of 5G RAN is shown in Figure 

2. The part of the original BBU that is not real-time is split and redefined as a CU, which processes the 

protocols and services that are not real-time. The original RRU and some physical-layer processing 

functions of the original BBU are combined into an AAU.  

The remaining functions of the original BBU are redefined as a DU, which processes physical-layer 

protocols and real-time services. 

Figure 3 5G RAN architecture 

 

(a) Split CU/DU architecture 
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(b) Integrated CU/DU architecture 

Figure 3 depicts two CU/DU deployment modes. In Figure 3 (a), a CU and a DU are deployed separately, 

and the corresponding transport network is divided into three parts, with fronthaul between an AAU and the 

DU, midhaul between the DU and the CU, and backhaul above the CU. In Figure 3 (b), a CU and a DU are 

integrated into a gNB. The transport network structure of 5G is similar to that of 4G, which includes only 

two parts, fronthaul and backhaul. 

In the 5G era, a large number of new access terminals, including sensors and wearable devices, will be 

introduced. This will lead to a surge in traffic density and the number of access devices per unit area. 

Limited by wireless spectrum characteristics, the coverage radius of a 5G network is slightly smaller than 

that of a 4G LTE network, meaning that the density of base station coverage will increase. 

In the 4G era, the significant increase in the bandwidth of base stations, and the increase in base station 

deployment density, caused many issues, including difficulties in selecting base station locations, high 

equipment room cost, low resource utilization, and heavy maintenance workload. These issues will become 

severe in the 5G era. Therefore, 5G RAN development will continue to inherit the centralized BBU 

deployment of 4G and use DU centralization as a mainstream networking architecture. 

2.3 Evolution Trend of 5G Core Network Architecture 

In the 5G era, a core network must satisfy the requirements for timely processing for low-latency 5G 

services. The core network of 4G is deployed at a relatively high position in the network topology, 

generally at the backbone core layer. If the core network of 5G has the same position as that of 4G, the 

latency from user equipment (UE) to the core network will not meet requirements. This leads core network 

downshifting and cloudification to become trends in 5G development. The Third Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP) has incorporated core network downshifting into the discussion scope and promoted the 

standardization of mobile edge computing (MEC). 

2.3.1 Cloudified and Downshifted Core Network Architecture 

As shown in Figure 4, the core network is downshifted from the provincial network to the metro network, 

and the original evolved packet core (EPC) is divided into two parts: New Core and MEC. The New Core 

will be cloudified and deployed on a large data center (DC) at the core of the metro network. The MEC will 

be deployed at the metro aggregation layer or a small or medium-sized DC of a lower position. These 

changes mean that a flexible mesh Data Center Interconnect (DCI) network must be provided for the 

transport network to adapt to the cloud interconnection between the New Core and MEC. 
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Figure 4 Impact of 5G core network evolution on transport network architecture 

 

 

After EPC splitting, MECs can be deployed at the edge DC, closer to users. Some computing and content 

storage functions of the core DC can also be downshifted to the network edge and provided by the edge DC. 

The benefits of these changes are as follows: 

 The distributed deployment of MECs facilitates content downshifting and content delivery network 

(CDN) deployment at the MEC positions. This improves the efficiency and experience of content 

access by the UE and reduces traffic pressure on the upper-layer network. 

 Resource acquisition, service processing coordination and interaction, and disaster recovery and 

backup can be implemented between MECs along the shortest path, ensuring that the latency is low 

and bandwidth is easy to obtain. This method is more efficient and convenient than traditional DC 

traffic that is detoured through the upper-layer core network. 

 Cloudified connections between the MEC and New Core implement resource pooling, facilitating 

resource load balancing and flexible capacity expansion. In addition, computing resources are 

centralized after cloudification, conserving the energy consumption of a large number of access 

devices and reducing costs. 

 All-cloud connectivity between MECs and between the MEC and the New Core improves deployment 

flexibility. It effectively handles the uncertainties of future latency and bandwidth requirements, such 

as network congestion caused by bursty traffic. It also enables interworking between various access 

modes and standards and reduces the complexity of the coordination of traditional services and access 

modes. 

In the future, after the core network has been downshifted and cloudified, MECs will undertake more core 

network traffic and computing capabilities, and the number of MECs will increase. Different services may 

be transmitted back to different clouds. The transport network must provide the routing and forwarding 

capabilities for services to be homed to different MECs through CUs. However, the original connections 

between a base station and each EPC also evolve into connections from the CU to the MEC and from the 

MEC to the New Core. 
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Figure 5 Three types of cloud interconnection on the 5G core network 

 

 

As shown in Figure 5, the cloud interconnections of the 5G core network are classified as follows: 

1. Interconnection between MECs 

2. The traffic includes MEC interaction traffic caused by terminal mobility, traffic generated during 

interaction with the original MEC when the MEC to which a UE belongs is changed but the 

applications such as V2X are not switched, and MEC pass-through traffic between users. 

3. Interconnection between the MEC and New Core 

The traffic includes the interaction traffic between unmatched MEC services and New Core, traffic 

exchanged between the New Core and MEC control plane, and content retrieval traffic on the edge 

CDN of the MEC. 

4. Interconnection between New Cores 

The traffic is a part of the interconnection traffic between core cloud DCs. 

2.3.2 Cloud DC Interconnection of the Core Network 

Based on the network interconnection requirements between the MEC and New Core, the core network will 

downshift to form a two-layer cloud interconnection network that consists of the core cloud Internet formed 

between New Cores and between the New Core and MEC, and the edge cloud Internet formed between 

MECs. The small and medium-sized DCs at the network edge are responsible for edge cloud computing 

and CDN, as shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 Cloud DC network architecture in the 5G era 
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As the carriers of a New Core cloud network, large DCs constitute the backbone core of a DC network. 

They must meet the storage, switching, and computing requirements of massive amounts of data. The 

transport network must provide ultra-high bandwidth, with hundreds of Gbps to Tbps egress bandwidth, as 

well as ultra-low latency, and comprehensive protection and recovery capabilities. 

As the carriers of an MEC edge cloud network, small and medium-sized DCs must satisfy a large number 

of localized service computing requirements, support various access types, and implement flexible 

allocation in different granularities. Small and medium-sized DCs are deployed around large DCs and used 

as CDN sites close to users to reduce latency and improve user experience. This greatly shortens the 

transmission path and is especially important for applications that require high timeliness, such as video 

service, industrial automation, and IoV. 

2.4 Analysis on 5G Transport Network Requirements 

2.4.1 High Bandwidth 

Bandwidth is the first key indicator for 5G transport. The Sub6G and ultra-high frequency bands will be 

added to the 5G spectrum. The Sub6G frequency band is 3.4 GHz to 3.6 GHz, which can provide 100–200 

MHz continuous spectrum. The spectrum resources of the ultra-high frequency band over 6 GHz are 

abundant, and its available resources can reach continuous 800 MHz. The higher frequency bands, wider 

spectrums, and new air interface technologies will greatly increase the bandwidth requirements of 5G base 

stations. They are expected to present bandwidth requirements that are more than 10 times those of LTE. 

Table 1 lists the estimated bandwidth requirements of a typical 5G S111 base station. 

Table 1 Estimated bandwidth requirement for 5G base stations 

Key Indicator Fronthaul Midhaul & Backhaul 
(Peak/Average Value) 

Early 5G base station: Sub6G (100 MHz) 3 x 25 Gbps 5 Gbps/3 Gbps 

Mature 5G base station: ultra-high frequency (800 MHz) 3 x 25 Gbps 20 Gbps/9.6 Gbps 

 

Take a large-scale metro network as an example. It has 12,000 5G base stations, and a bandwidth 

convergence ratio of 6:1. The bandwidth requirement of the core layer will exceed 6 Tbps at the initial 

stage and 17 Tbps at the mature stage. This means that 25G/50G rate interfaces must be introduced to the 

access and aggregation layers of the 5G transport network, and that 100G and higher rate interfaces must be 

introduced to the core layer of the network. Figure 7 shows the bandwidth growth of 5G networks from 

early adoption to maturity. 
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Figure 7 Bandwidth growth of 5G networks 

 

 

2.4.2 Low Latency 

The second key requirement for 5G transport is to provide stable and guaranteed low latency. Table 2 lists 

the technical specifications of 5G latency in 3GPP and other related standards. 

Table 2 Key indicators of 5G latency 

Indicator Type Latency Source 

Mobile terminal-CU (eMBB) 4 ms 3GPP TR38.913 

Mobile terminal-CU (uRLLC) 0.5 ms 3GPP TR38.913 

Enhanced vehicle to everything (eV2X) 3–10 ms 3GPP TR38.913 

Fronthaul latency (AAU-DU) 100 μs eCPRI 

 

5G RAN architecture varies according to latency specifications, which further affects the transport network 

architecture. The integrated CU/DU architecture is preferred for meeting the requirements for ultra-low 

latency in uRLLC application scenarios. In this case, the transport network involves only fronthaul and 

backhaul and avoids the latency in the midhaul.  

In addition, the device latency and networking architecture of OTN must be further optimized to satisfy the 

low latency requirements of 5G. This optimization can be performed as follows: 

 Through improving device latency 

To minimize the device latency, and reach 1 μs or even lower, a larger timeslot, such as an increase 

from 5 Gbps to 25 Gbps, can be used, the number of multiplexing layers can be decreased, and the 

buffer can be reduced or canceled. 

 Through streamlining networking architecture:  

Ring topologies can be replaced with tree topologies to reduce latency. Figure 7 shows a typical 

8-node ring. It is clear that transmission latency is accumulated node by node on ring networks. To 

decrease latency, the processing latency of each node must be greatly reduced, and congestion must 

not occur. In tree networks, only the latency accumulation between the source and sink nodes needs to 

be considered, improving the latency tolerance of the entire network. 
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Figure 8 Transport network evolution from a ring topology to a tree topology 

 

 

2.4.3 High-Precision Time Synchronization 

5G transport also requires high-precision clock synchronization, which provides different clock precisions 

according to service types. 5G synchronization requirements include the basic service synchronization 

requirement of 5G time division duplexing (TDD) and the coordination service synchronization 

requirement. 

1. According to the current 3GPP discussion, the basic service synchronization requirement of 5G TDD 

is estimated to be the same as that of 4G TDD, which is ±1.5 µs. 

2. High-precision clock synchronization facilitates the gain of coordination services. However, the 

precision of synchronization is limited by the frame lengths of wireless air interfaces. The frame 

length of 5G air interfaces, at 1 ms, is only one tenth that of a 4G air interfaces, at 10ms. This means 

that the specification reserved for the precision of synchronization is also decreased. The exact 

specification is yet to be determined. 

This means that 5G transport requires higher-precision synchronization. The 5G transport network 

architecture must support one-hop clock transmission with services to reduce clock processing at 

intermediate nodes. The clock precision of a single node must be on the ns level. Single-fiber bidirectional 

transmission technology simplifies clock deployment and reduces asymmetric clock compensation in both 

the receive and the transmit directions. This feature makes it a clock transmission technology worth 

promoting. 

2.4.4 Flexible Networking 

Currently, Layer-3 devices on 4G networks are generally deployed at the core layer of the metro backhaul 

network, and they are configured in pairs for Layer-2 or Layer-3 bridging. The path for inter-site X2 traffic 

is "access layer -> aggregation layer -> core bridging -> aggregation layer -> access layer". X2 services 

traverse many hops over a long distance, and therefore have high latency. In the 4G era, applications are 

insensitive to latency and X2 traffic accounts for less than 5% of the total traffic. This method is 

appropriate and only needs simple maintenance. However, some applications in the 5G era are sensitive to 

latency, and inter-site traffic will account for an increasingly larger proportion of total traffic. In addition, 

ultra-dense networking will be implemented for 5G, which has more inter-site coordination than 4G and a 

larger proportion of inter-site traffic than the X2 traffic of 4G. This section analyzes the flexible networking 

requirements of backhaul and midhaul networks. 

(1) Backhaul networks 

On 5G networks, there are connection requirements between a CU and the core network (S1 interface) and 

between adjacent CUs (eX2 interface). The eX2 interface traffic between CUs mainly includes inter-site 

carrier aggregation (CA) traffic and coordinated multipoint transmission/reception (CoMP) traffic. It is 

generally considered as 10–20% of S1 traffic. If static connections are configured manually, the 
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configuration workload is heavy and the flexibility is poor. Therefore, backhaul networks must support IP 

addressing and forwarding. 

In addition, to meet the requirements for ultra-low latency in uRLLC application scenarios, the integrated 

CU/DU architecture must be implemented to ensure that the transport network contains only the fronthaul 

and backhaul parts. Transport networks with integrated DU/CU deployed also require IP addressing and 

forwarding capabilities. 

(2) Midhaul networks 

In the early stage of 5G network deployment, the relationship between a DU and a CU is relatively fixed. 

Generally, each DU is connected to a fixed CU. Therefore, IP addressing and forwarding are not required 

on midhaul networks. However, after the deployment of CU cloudification in the future, redundancy 

protection, dynamic capacity expansion, and load sharing capabilities must be provided to ensure that a DU 

can be flexibly connected to two or more CU pools after the relationship between the DU and CU changes. 

In this case, the midhaul network between the DU and CU must support the IP addressing and forwarding 

functions. 

As mentioned previously, network traffic is still mainly north-south on 5G midhaul and backhaul transport 

networks. East-west traffic accounts for a small proportion of total traffic, and does not exist between a 

DU/CU and all other DUs/CUs. East-west traffic only exists between a DU/CU and the DUs/CUs of its 

neighboring cells. This means that service flows are relatively simple and stable, and the transport network 

needs only to provide simplified IP addressing and forwarding functions. 

2.4.5 Network Slicing 

5G networks have three types of services, that is, eMBB, uRLLC, and mMTC. Network requirements on 

indicators, such as latency, peak rate, and quality of service (QoS), vary according to application scenarios. 

5G networks provide network slicing capabilities to better support various applications, so that each 

network slice has its own independent network resources and management and control capabilities, as 

shown in Figure 9. Additionally, a single physical network can be sliced according to the requirements of 

different tenants (such as virtual operators) to form multiple parallel virtual networks. 

To reduce the impact between services (slices), the 5G wireless network requires end-to-end network 

slicing from the core network to the UE. Therefore, appropriate technical solutions must be applied on 5G 

transport networks to satisfy the differentiated transport requirements of 5G network slices. 

Figure 9 5G network slicing 
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On 5G fronthaul networks, eCPRI signals are transparently transmitted and specific content is not sensed. 

This means that no special processing is required for 5G network slices. On the midhaul and backhaul 

transport networks, various bandwidth, latency, and networking flexibility requirements of 5G network 

slices must be satisfied, and a transport solution that supports 5G network slicing is required. 
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3 5G-Ready OTN-based Transport Solution 

The 5G transport network consists of three parts, namely, fronthaul, midhaul, and backhaul. In all parts of 

each 5G transport network, north-south traffic accounts for a most of the network traffic, and east-west 

traffic accounts for only a small proportion. 5G services require high bandwidth and low latency. Optical 

transport networks have inherent advantages in providing high bandwidth, low latency, and one-hop 

connection capabilities for carrying 5G services. 

Figure 10 E2E 5G transport network based on OTN 

 

 

A centralized wireless device (DU or CU+DU) can be deployed at a central office (CO). The transport 

device at the CO aggregates fronthaul traffic to the wireless device of this node or uploads midhaul and 

backhaul services to the upper-layer transport device. As an integrated access node, the CO must support 

various types of access services and provide high bandwidth and low latency. Packet-enhanced OTN 

devices can fully meet these requirements. 

The following sections describe the 5G fronthaul, midhaul, and backhaul solutions based on OTN. 

3.1 5G Fronthaul Transport Solution 

In the early stage of 5G, primarily eMBB services are used, and the method of one site with three AAUs is 

basically inherited from 4G. At the mature stage of 5G, various methods can be used to increase the 

network capacity based on actual service traffic, such as adding high-frequency AAUs to low-frequency 

sites, expanding low-frequency AAUs, and creating high-frequency base stations. 

3.1.1 Typical Scenarios of 5G Fronthaul 

5G fronthaul scenarios are classified according to the DU deployment position, into moderate concentration 

and heavy concentration scenarios, as follows: 

 Moderate concentration 

The deployment position of the DU is low and basically the same as that of the BBU in 4G macro base 

stations. In this scenario, the number of 5G AAUs connected to the DU is generally less than 30 (< 10 

macro base stations). 

 Heavy concentration 
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The deployment position of the DU is high and in the integrated access equipment room. In this 

scenario, the number of 5G AAUs connected to the DU is generally greater than 30 (> 10 macro base 

stations). According to the fiber resources, topology distribution, and network requirements (such as 

protection and management), heavy concentration scenarios can be further classified into heavily 

concentrated P2P and heavily concentrated ring networks, as shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11 Three 5G fronthaul scenarios: (a) Moderate concentration (b) Heavily concentrated P2P (c) Heavily 

concentrated ring network 

 

 

Figure 11 (a) depicts the moderate concentration scenario. In this scenario, the number of available fibers at 

the import end is not less than the number of AAUs. A DU is deployed in the equipment room of each site 

and is connected to the AAUs near the equipment room through the import fibers. 

Figure 11 (b) depicts the heavily concentrated P2P scenario. The fiber topology of the access backbone 

layer is a tree structure, which is applicable for point-to-point WDM networking. The DU pool is deployed 

in the integrated access equipment room for centralized maintenance. 

Figure 15 (c) depicts the heavily concentrated ring network scenario. The fiber topology of the access 

backbone layer is a ring structure, which is applicable for ring WDM networking, thereby further 

conserving fiber resources. 

3.1.2 Direct Fiber Connection Solution 

Figure 12 shows the direct fiber connection solution. That is, the BBU is directly connected to all ports of 

each AAU using optical fibers in point-to-point mode. 

Figure 12 Direct fiber connection solution 
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The direct fiber connection solution is easy to implement, but consumes too much of fiber resources. In the 

5G era, as the fronthaul bandwidth, number of base stations, and number of carriers increase sharply, the 

optical fiber usage cannot be ignored. Therefore, the direct fiber connection solution is applicable to areas 

with abundant fiber resources. In areas where fiber resources are insufficient, device-based transport 

solutions can be applied. 

3.1.3 Passive WDM Solution 

Passive WDM solutions apply WDM technologies, install colored optical modules on wireless devices 

(AAUs and DUs), and use passive multiplexer and demultiplexer boards or devices to implement WDM 

functions. These solutions use either a pair of fibers or one fiber to connect multiple AAUs to a DU, as 

shown in Figure 13. 

Passive WDM solutions can be further classified according to the attributes of used wavelengths, into 

coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) solution and dense wavelength division multiplexing 

(DWDM) solution. 

Figure 13 Passive WDM solution 

 

 

Compared with the direct fiber connection solution, passive WDM solutions significantly save optical 

fibers. However, they have the following disadvantages: 

1. Limited number of wavelength channels 

Although 16 channels are defined in the CWDM technology standard, the passive CWDM solution for 

5G fronthaul can use only the first few channels, generally from 1271 nm to 1371 nm, for 

consideration of dispersion. The number of wavelengths is limited, and the scalability is poor. 

2. Complex wavelength planning 

In WDM solutions, each AAU needs to use a unique wavelength. Therefore, wavelength planning and 

management must be performed in advance. The cost of tunable colored optical modules is high. 

However, if colored optical modules with fixed wavelengths are used, the workload for wavelength 

planning, optical module management, and spare parts preparation is increased. 

3. Difficult O&M and management 

The use of colored optical modules may cause unclear installation and maintenance interfaces and a 

lack of OAM and protection mechanisms. Because bit errors cannot be monitored, switching cannot 

be performed when line performance deteriorates. 

4. Difficult fault locating 

When faults occur in passive WDM solutions, fault demarcation is difficult. Figure 14  
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Figure 14 Fault locating for the passive WDM solution 

 

 

The passive DWDM solution can provide more wavelengths than the passive CWDM solution. However, 

more wavelengths mean more complex wavelength planning and management. Generally, tunable lasers 

are required, leading to high costs. Presently, the passive DWDM optical module that supports a 25 Gbps 

rate is not yet mature. 

Figure 15 Passive DWDM solution with centralized light sources 

 

 

The passive DWDM solution based on tunable wavelengths can be used to satisfy 5G transport 

requirements. As shown in Figure 15, the passive DWDM solution based on remotely centralized light 

sources also becomes a research focus in the industry. This solution presents the following advantages for 

reducing costs, especially costs on the access side, and improving the convenience of performance and 

maintenance: 

 Passive optical modules on AAUs/RRUs 

Optical modules without light sources are inserted into AAUs/RRUs, making all optical modules the 

same, regardless of wavelengths. This mode is called colorless or passive, and greatly reduces costs, 

and improves reliability and the convenience of maintenance. 

 Centralized deployment of light sources 

At each CO, a centralized light source is configured to transmit an unmodulated DC optical signal to 

each passive module node. The passive optical module receives continuous optical wavelengths from 

the centralized light source, modulates them into an optical signal, and returns the signal to the CO for 

upstream transmission. 

The next-generation passive solution with centralized light sources inherits the advantages of the traditional 

passive solution, including fiber resource saving, cost reduction, and easy insertion of wireless devices, and 

it resolves bottlenecks in reliability, O&M, and management. It has become a competitive solution for 5G 

fronthaul. 
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For the passive WDM solution, it is recommended that OTN encapsulation be implemented on the line side 

and that the OAM capability of OTN be used to achieve effective maintenance, management, and fault 

location. 

3.1.4 Active WDM/OTN Solution 

In active WDM solutions, metro access WDM/OTN devices are configured at AAU sites and in DU 

equipment rooms. Multiple fronthaul signals share fiber resources based on the WDM technology, and are 

managed and protected using OTN overheads to guarantee quality. 

Access WDM/OTN devices and wireless devices are connected using standard gray optical ports. The 

WDM/OTN devices carry OTN services and implement functions such as port aggregation and 

transmission distance extension. 

The active WDM/OTN solution has networking modes that are more flexible than those of passive WDM 

solutions. It supports point-to-point (P2P) networking and ring networking. 

Figure 16 P2P architecture of an active WDM/OTN solution 

 

 

Figure 16 shows the P2P architecture of an active WDM/OTN solution. This solution supports single-fiber 

unidirectional transmission and single-fiber bidirectional transmission, while consuming the same fiber 

resources as a passive WDM solution. 

Figure 17 Ring network architecture of an active WDM/OTN solution 

 

 

Figure 17 shows the ring network architecture of an active WDM/OTN solution. In addition to conserving 

optical fibers, this active WDM/OTN solution further provides ring protection to improve network 

reliability and resource utilization. Based on the OTN feature, this solution also provides the following 

functions: 
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 Applies the aggregation function of active devices to satisfy the aggregation networking requirements 

of large numbers of AAUs. 

 Improves the manageability and maintainability of fronthaul networks by providing efficient and 

comprehensive OAM, guaranteeing network functions such as performance monitoring, alarm 

reporting, and device management, and offering clear maintenance interfaces. 

 Provides protection and automatic switching mechanisms, including optical-layer protection schemes 

(such as OLP) and electrical-layer protection schemes (such as ODUk SNCP), and uses the active and 

standby fiber routes of different pipes to implement real-time backup, error tolerance, and disaster 

recovery for fronthaul links. 

 Provides flexible device models, adapting to diversified AAU devices and installation modes, 

including indoor and outdoor modes, after the centralized DU deployment.  

 For the typical Full Outdoor (FO) solution, devices can be mounted on towers, poles, or walls. The 

requirements for outdoor protection, including waterproofing, dustproofing, and surge protection, and 

the working environment, that is, a wide operating temperature range, can be satisfied. 

 Supports fixed-mobile convergence (FMC) transport and the integrated access of various services, 

including fixed broadband and private line services. 

Presently, the cost of active WDM/OTN solutions is relatively high. In the future, non-coherent 

ultra-frequency technologies or low-cost pluggable optical modules can be used to reduce costs. In addition, 

OTN technology must be simplified to meet the 5G fronthaul requirements for low costs and latency. 

3.1.5 Summary of 5G Fronthaul Transport Solutions 

In the 5G era, the density of base stations will increase dramatically and multi-frequency networking 

solutions may be used. Direct fiber connection solutions consume a lot of optical fibers, but fiber resources 

in some areas may be insufficient. Therefore, device-based transport solutions are required. Table 3 lists the 

recommended transport solutions for three networking scenarios of 5G fronthaul. 

Table 3 Fronthaul scenarios and corresponding transport solutions 

Networking 
Scenario 

Moderate Concentration Heavily 
Concentrated P2P 

Heavily Concentrated 
Ring Network 

Solution Active/Passive 

CWDM/DWDM solution 

Active/Passive 

DWDM solution 

Active DWDM solution 

 

Both the active solution and next-generation passive DWDM solution can meet all requirements for 

moderate concentration and heavily concentrated P2P scenarios. A cost-effective solution can be selected 

based on the optical fiber resources, equipment room resources, and wireless service optimization effects. 

For the heavily concentrated ring network scenario, the active DWDM solution has obvious advantages in 

conserving optical fibers and providing ring protection. 

3.2 5G Midhaul/Backhaul Transport Solution 

According to this analysis of requirements, 5G midhaul and backhaul scenarios place the same 

requirements on transport networks in terms of bandwidth, networking flexibility, and network slicing. 

Therefore, a unified transport solution can be applied in these scenarios. 

3.2.1 Midhaul/Backhaul Transport Network Architecture 

The metro OTN network consists of the backbone layer, aggregation layer, and access layer, as shown in 

Figure 18. The metro OTN architecture matches 5G midhaul/backhaul transport requirements. The 
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backbone and aggregation layers correspond to the 5G backhaul network, and the access layer corresponds 

to the 5G midhaul/fronthaul network. In recent years, with the introduction of packet switching and 

processing capabilities such as Ethernet and multiprotocol label switching traffic policing (MPLS-TP), 

OTN has evolved into packet enhanced OTN to fully satisfy IP-based 5G transport requirements. 

Figure 18 Metro OTN network architecture matching 5G transport requirements 

 

 

The OTN-based 5G midhaul/backhaul transport solution maximizes the powerful and efficient frame 

processing capabilities of packet enhanced OTN. It uses dedicated hardware such as field programmable 

gate array (FPGA), dedicated chips, and digital signal processors (DSPs) to implement fast framing, 

compression, decompression, and mapping functions as well as functions that are highly sensitive to the air 

interface MAC/PHY latency in DU transmission connections. For CUs, packet enhanced OTN establishes a 

connection with ultra-high bandwidth and ultra-low latency between the CU and DU. This enables fast 

signaling access and effectively implements real-time, efficient, and reliable PDCP processing. The WDM 

capability of packet enhanced OTN can support long-haul transmission to suburban areas and increase the 

bandwidth capacity of transmission links as required. 

To meet the requirements for flexible networking, packet enhanced OTN must enhance the route 

forwarding function based on the MPLS-TP technology. Currently, it must support basic routing and 

forwarding functions, including packet processing and forwarding at the IP layer, IP QoS, intra-domain 

routing protocols, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), and Intermediate System to Intermediate System 

(IS-IS), Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), Segment Routing (SR). It must also support OAM protocols such 

as Ping and IP Flow Performance Measurement (IP FPM). Based on service requirements, IP/MPLS-TP 

over ODUk channels can be configured between OTN nodes to implement one-hop connection, thereby 

satisfying 5G service requirements for low latency and high bandwidth. 

The OTN-based 5G midhaul/backhaul transport solution supports the following networking modes: 

1. Packet enhanced OTN+IP RAN solution 

In this solution, packet enhanced OTN devices that provide enhanced routing and forwarding 

functions are deployed to form a midhaul network, and intermediate OTN devices can be configured 

to work in ODUk pass-through mode as required, ensuring that the 5G transport requirements for low 

latency and bandwidth assurance are met. The backhaul network inherits the current IP Radio Access 

Network (IP RAN) transport architecture, as shown in Figure 19. Packet enhanced OTN and IP RAN 

exchange routing information through BGP. 

To satisfy 5G transport requirements for large capacity and network slicing, the IP RAN must apply 
high-speed interface technologies such as 25GE, 50GE, and 100GE, and use new interface 
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technologies such as flexible Ethernet (FlexE) to implement physical isolation and better guarantee 

transport quality. 

Figure 19 Packet enhanced OTN+IP RAN networking 

 

 

2. E2E packet enhanced OTN solution 

This solution is implemented in E2E mode by using packet enhanced OTN devices that provide 

enhanced routing and forwarding functions, as shown in Figure 20. In contrast to the packet enhanced 

OTN+IP RAN solution, this solution avoids interconnectivity between the packet enhanced OTN and 

IP RAN and cross-domain coordination. In this way, this solution maximizes the powerful networking 

capability and the E2E maintenance and management capability of the packet enhanced OTN. 

Figure 20 E2E packet enhanced OTN networking 

 

 

3.2.2 Network Slicing Transport Solution 

In essence, network slicing is the division of network resources. Based on OTN, which inherently has a 

network slicing capability, each 5G network slice can be carried by an independent wavelength or ODU 

channel to provide strict service isolation and service quality assurance. To meet the requirements of 5G 

network slicing, packet enhanced OTN provides Layer-1 and Layer-2 network slicing transport solutions. 

1. Layer-1 network slicing transport solution 

Network resources are mainly divided based on ODUflex. Different ODUflex bandwidths can be 

divided to carry different 5G network slices according to the channel identifier, and the dynamic and 

hitless adjustment of ODUflex bandwidths can be implemented according to service traffic changes. 

Transport resources can also be divided by physical port. In this mode, label isolation processing must 

be performed on all electrical-layer links corresponding to the physical ports. The implementation is 

relatively simple and service granularity is large. 

2. Layer-2 network slicing transport solution 

In this solution, Layer-2 port bandwidth resources are divided and logically isolated according to 
MPLS-TP label or Ethernet VLAN ID. Different logical channels are used to carry 5G network slices. 
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QoS control policies are applied to meet network slices' performance requirements on bandwidth, 

latency, and packet loss rate. 

Figure 21 Network slicing transport solution 

 

 

In Layer-1 network slicing transport solutions, services between slices are physically isolated and do not 

affect each other. In Layer-2 network slicing transport solutions, services between slices are logically 

isolated and can share the same physical bandwidth. An optimal solution can be selected based on the 

performance requirements of 5G network slices. 

The OTN-based network slicing transport solution can work with intelligent control technology 

software-defined networking (SDN) to implement E2E fast configuration and management of network 

resources. It can also improve network resource utilization, service provisioning efficiency, and network 

maintenance efficiency. Through the open northbound interface, the virtual transport network service 

(VTNS) is used to support the management and control of OTN resources for the upper-layer 5G network, 

as shown in Figure 21. 

3.3 5G Cloud DC Interconnection Solutions 

As mentioned previously, the core network is downshifted and evolves into cloud architecture in the 5G era. 

This brings the following cloud DCI requirements:  

1. Interconnection between core large DCs to better serve the connections between the New Cores and 

between the New Core and MEC on the 5G core network 

2. Interconnection between edge small and medium-sized DCs. Local DCs are interconnected to provide 

the MEC and CDN functions. 
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3.3.2 Large DC Interconnection Solution 

As an important part of the New Core network in a 5G transport network, large DCs are responsible for the 

long-distance exchange of massive data, requiring highly reliable long-haul transmission, minute-level 

service provisioning, and large-capacity wavelength-level interconnection. High-degree ROADM must be 

used for mesh networking and one-hop connection at the optical layer to reduce the costs of electrical 

pass-through ports for large-capacity services. In addition, OTN technology must be used together with 

100G, 200G, and 400G high-speed coherent communication technologies to enable large-capacity, 

high-speed interconnection between core DCs and to support compatibility with flexible grooming 

capabilities of various granularities. 

In terms of network security, both optical-layer protection and electrical-layer protection are used to 

optimize the protection effect and protection resource configuration. Optical-layer WSON implements 

rerouting on existing optical-layer paths through ROADM to protect services against multiple fiber cuts, 

without requiring extra board backup. Electrical-layer ASON can rapidly switch services to the protection 

path based on the OTN electrical cross-connection backup, with a protection switching time that is shorter 

than 50 ms. 

3.3.3 Small and Medium-Sized DC Interconnection Solution 

With the development of 5G, small and medium-sized DC interconnection solutions can be evolved in the 

following phases: 

1. In the early phase of 5G, edge interconnection traffic is light, but there are various types of access 

services and diversified granularities. The current packet enhanced OTN can be used to provide 

channels for low-latency and high-reliability interconnections, and the ODUk interconnection mode 

can be applied. In addition, the packet enhanced OTN can integrate OTN hard pipes and packet 

features well to meet the diversified requirements of edge DC access services. 

2. In the middle phase of 5G, local service traffic increases gradually. In addition to packet enhanced 

OTN interconnection, mesh interconnection between edge DCs must be implemented based on 

optical-layer ROADM. However, because the number of link degrees is small, low-degree ROADM, 

such as 4-degree or 9-degree ROADM, can be used. Considering the scale and downshifting cost of 

edge computing, a DCI network is divided into two layers: the core DCI layer and the edge DCI layer. 

There are a certain number of connections between the two layers. 

Figure 22 Small and medium-sized DC interconnection solution in the middle phase of 5G 
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3. In the late phase of 5G, network data traffic is heavy, and services must be groomed on the entire 

network. In this case, a large number of high-degree ROADM sites, such as 20-degree and even 

32-degree next-generation ROADM sites, must be deployed networkwide to support all-optical 

connections between the edge DC and core DC, satisfying the service requirement for low latency. In 

addition, OTN must be used to aggregate and switch small-granularity services. 

Figure 23 Small and medium-sized DC interconnection solution in the late phase of 5G 

 

 

3.4 Summary of 5G OTN-based Transport Solutions 

The 5G transport network is an integrated transport network that converges mobile, broadband, and cloud 

private line architectures, as shown in Figure 24. It supports tens of Gbps to 100 Gbps of service transport, 

a one- to two-fold increase in the number of sites, ultra-low latency, high-precision clock architecture, and 

the flexible evolution of integrated mobile, private line, and broadband transport networks. In addition, its 

end devices support plug-and-play deployment. 
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Figure 24 Architecture of an integrated 5G transport network 

 

 

The architecture model of an integrated 5G transport network can be summarized as follows: 

 The functional node positions of 5G wireless and core networks assimilate with those of the current 

broadband bearer network. The position of New Core in 5G is equivalent to that of CR in FBB, the 

position of MEC/MCE in 5G is equivalent to that of BNG in FBB, and the position of Cloud BB in 5G 

is equivalent to that of OLT in FBB. 

 The characteristics of cloudified architectures become homogeneous. The cloudified BNG resides in 

the same cloud as MEC. This allows the CDN to be deployed at the metro core CR position or 

downshifted to the BNG. DCI replaces the original CR/CDN scheduling function, and mobile and 

broadband services share the CDN content. The DCI network layer is used for content synchronization, 

so that service experience, including the video service experience, of mobile subscribers can be 

improved to the same level as that of broadband subscribers. Broadband video subscribers generally 

trigger CDN content downshifting, and the CDN access points of mobile video subscribers are 

generally on the New Core. This unified architecture allows mobile video subscribers to access the 

CDN from MECs. 

 The coverage of metro private lines becomes homogeneous. OTN devices are deployed in the 

lower-layer multi-service access equipment rooms with OLTs and BBUs. Direct optical fiber 

connections or small end devices of SDH/CPE/OTN are used to support the last-mile and 

last-two-mile access and provide VIP private line services. This enables fast service provisioning and 

end-to-end SDH/OTN hard pipes to build an ultra-low latency and high-quality metro private line 

network. BNGs are still deployed in regional core equipment rooms, and will be virtualized and 

cloudified gradually. The OLTs are generally deployed in integrated access equipment rooms, and 

some small OLTs are deployed in residential communities. 
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 Both mainstream network convergence trends suggest multi-service transport at the aggregation and 

backbone layers. One 5G transport architecture implements multi-service transport at the aggregation 

and backbone layers (OLT/Cloud BB) and separate transport at the access layer. The other 5G 

transport architecture implements E2E multi-service transport at the aggregation and backbone layers. 
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4 Evolution of Key OTN Technologies in the 5G Era 

5G ushers in a new era in the communications field and creates new opportunities for OTN-based transport 

networks. Based on different transport functions, a 5G transport network is divided into three parts: 

fronthaul, midhaul, and backhaul architectures. However, regardless of the architectures, when compared 

with a 4G transport network, the 5G transport network creates requirements for ultra-high bandwidth, 

ultra-low latency, and highly flexible grooming. Therefore, through continuous technological innovation, 

OTN enables a leap in transmission performance towards the satisfaction of 5G transport requirements. 

4.1 Low-Cost and High-Bandwidth Transmission Technologies 

The biggest challenge for a 5G transport networks is the dramatic increase in bandwidth requirements, 

which will necessarily increase costs. Therefore, the key issue for 5G transport technology is the reduction 

of the per-bit and per-kilometer transmission costs and power consumption. According to the varying 

transmission distances, 5G low-cost and high-bandwidth transmission technologies are classified into 

short-haul non-coherent technologies and medium- and long-haul low-cost coherent technologies. 

4.1.1 Short-Haul Non-Coherent Technology 

In scenarios where the transmission distance is short, for example, where the fiber transmission distance of 

5G fronthaul is shorter than 20 km, the use of ultra-frequency non-coherent technologies based on low-cost 

optical components and DSP algorithms is becoming widespread. These technologies apply DSP 

algorithms, such as spectrum multiplexing, multi-level superposition, and bandwidth compensation, to 

increase the transmission bandwidth by several times over based on the optical and electrical components 

with low baud rates. Examples of this technology are as follows: 

 Discrete multi-tone (DMT) technology 

DMT divides a spectrum into several subcarriers and maximizes the utilization of spectrum resources 

by determining the modulation format based on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) quality of each 

subcarrier. DMT has the largest acceleration effect, and its application is mature. It enables 50 Gbps 

signal transmission based on 10G optical modules. 

 Pulse amplitude modulation with four amplitude levels (PAM4) technology 

In traditional OOK modulation, each optical signal has only two levels (high/low), indicating 0 and 1. 

PAM4 is a multi-level technology, which provides four levels for each optical signal to indicate 00, 01, 

10, and 11 respectively. Therefore, when compared with OOK, PAM4 doubles the information 

content carried in optical signals as well as the transmission rate. 

4.1.2 Medium- and Long-Haul Low-Cost Coherent Technology 

Coherent technologies are necessary for scenarios with long transmission distances and high transmission 

rates, such as the core network DCI of a midhaul/backhaul network with 50 or 60 km or even hundreds of 

kilometers transmission distances and 200G/400G or higher bandwidths. The key issue is supporting 

low-cost, coherent transmission. Low-cost, coherent, pluggable, colored optical modules based on silicon 

photonics are a direction for technological development. They have the following features: 

 Low cost 

Based on silicon photonics technology, a mature and efficient complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor (CMOS) platform is used to implement the large-scale integration of optical 

components, reduce processes and procedures, and improve production capacity, thereby reducing the 

overall costs of the original discrete coherent components. 

 Coherent communication 
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This enables long-haul communication with high spectral efficiency and supports adjusting multiple 

rates, including single-wavelength 100G, 200G, and 400G. 

 Pluggable modules 

A silicon photonics module uses a single material to implement the multifunctional unit, except for the 

light source, of an optical component. This eliminates the power loss caused by the lattice defects of 

different materials. Silicon photonics has a high refractive index, and its components are smaller than 

traditional components. In addition, photonic integration is implemented to minimize the silicon 

photonics module, making the size an order of magnitude smaller than that of a traditional component. 

This decrease of both power consumption and size enables the implementation of a high-density 

pluggable optical modules. Common encapsulation modes include centum form-factor pluggable 

(CFP), CFP2, CFP4, and quad small form-factor pluggable (QSFP). These pluggable optical modes 

are shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 25 CFP, CFP2, and CFP4 pluggable optical modules 

 

 

 DCO and ACO modules 

DCO encapsulates the optical component and DSP chip into one module and outputs digital signals. 

The DCO module features high transmission performance, strong anti-interference capability, high 

integration, low power consumption, and easy management and maintenance. The difficulty is that 

high power consumption limits the encapsulation size of the module. The DSP chip of an ACO 

module is placed outside the module to output analog signals. The optical module power consumption 

is low, allowing a small encapsulation size to be achieved. However, analog signal interconnectivity 

may lead to performance deterioration. 

4.2 Low-Latency Transmission and Switching Technologies 

Ultra-low latency is an important performance improvement of 5G services when compared with 4G 

services, placing demanding requirements on transport networks. There is no doubt that ROADM-based 

one-hop connection at the optical layer is the best choice for ultra-low latency. However, this applies only 

to large-granularity transmission and switching on the wavelength level. For the medium-sized and small 

granularities, such as 1G/2.5G/10G/25G, the OTN mapping and encapsulation efficiency is generally 

optimized to reduce latency. 

4.2.1 All-Optical Networking and Grooming Technology — ROADM 

Optical-layer ROADM devices are used to implement direct optical-layer connectivity between network 

nodes, eliminating unnecessary O-E-O conversion and greatly reducing latency. 

In terms of technology implementation, ROADM based on wavelength selective switching (WSS) 

technology has become an industry consensus. Figure 26 shows the typical implementation of a colorless, 

directionless, and contentionless ROADM (CDC-ROADM) based on 1xN WSS and multi-cast switch 
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(MCS) components. Various WSS, coupler, and splitter components can be used to add or drop 

wavelengths of any channels in a maximum of 20 degrees. 

Figure 26 Typical CDC-ROADM architecture 

 

 

During continuous evolution, the next-generation of ROADM technology will develop towards more 

degrees and increasingly simplified O&M. Because the optical splitting ratio of the WSS based on the MCS 

technology is too high, an optical amplifier array must be used to compensate. This limits the future 

evolution, especially evolution towards more degrees. MxN WSS, shown in Figure 27, is an important 

direction of development. MxN WSS offers the following advantages over MCS technology: 

 MxN WSS supports wavelength selectivity, which can greatly reduce optical splitting loss, relieve 

optical amplifier requirements, decrease power consumption, improve reliability, and support more 

degrees (such as 32 degrees). 

 MxN WSS has a more compact structure, which facilitates device miniaturization. 
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Figure 27 Next-generation CDC-ROADM architecture based on the MxN WSS technology 

 

 

When a network evolves to all-optical architecture and the number of wavelengths increases, ROADM is 

the most important technology to effectively manage, monitor, and trace the optical layer of the entire 

network. According to the wavelength label allocated for each optical channel, a monitoring point can be 

set at the key node of a network, and label information can be extracted to obtain the transmission path, 

service information, and status of each wavelength in the network. This improves the efficiency of 

wavelength planning and management. 

4.2.2 Ultra-Low Latency OTN Transmission Technology 

Presently, the single-node latency of commercial OTN equipment is generally between 10 μs and 20 μs. 

The main reason for this is that many unnecessary mapping and encapsulation steps are added to cover 

various service scenarios, for example, carrying various services and granularities, which greatly increases 

the latency. 

As the latency requirements increase, optimization can be performed based on actual requirements. The 

single-node latency of an ultra-low latency OTN device can reach the 1 μs level. The following methods 

can be used to optimize existing products: 

1. Optimize encapsulation timeslots in specific scenarios. 

Currently, OTN uses 1.25G timeslots. For example, a 25 Gbps service is divided into 20 timeslots for 

transmission, and then the 20 timeslots are extracted to restore the original service. The division and 

extraction processes cause high latency (about 5 μs). If the timeslot is increased to 5G, the 

demultiplexing process is simplified, effectively reducing latency (about 1.2 μs) and saving buffer 

resources on the chip. 

2. Simplify the mapping and encapsulation path. 

In common OTN, Ethernet services need to undergo intermediate generic framing procedure (GFP) 

encapsulation and buffer processing, and are then loaded to an ODUflex container. On the OTU line 

side, clock filtering, buffer, and serial-parallel conversion are required. The overall latency increases 

due to the introduction of the buffer and multi-layer mapping and encapsulation. 
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In the next-generation cell mapping mode, strict rate grooming is performed based on the service 

capacity, and fixed containers are used for encapsulation. This allows the original GFP encapsulation, 

buffer, and serial-parallel conversion can be skipped to reduce the latency. 

3. Simplify the ODU mapping and multiplexing path. 

OTN supports both single-level multiplexing and multi-level multiplexing. Theoretically, the latency 

increases by 512 ns after one level of multiplexing is added. Therefore, single-level multiplexing can 

be used to reduce the latency.  

For GE services, the latency of multi-level multiplexing 

(GE->ODU0->ODU2->ODU3->ODU4->OTU4) is about 4.5 μs, and that of single-level multiplexing 

(GE->ODU0->ODU4->OTU4) is about 2.2 μs. 

During the pursuit of ultra-low latency in actual projects, other factors such as applicability, power 

consumption, size, chip availability, and reliability should also be considered. Optimization for 

specific scenarios may constrain application scenarios. In conclusion, with the further improvement of 

chip architecture and process technology in the future, OTN devices can support ultra-low latency 

through multiple methods to gradually approach the theoretical limit and better balance other 

performance parameters. 

4.3 Highly-Intelligent E2E Flexible Grooming Technology 

In the 5G era, 5G network resources must be flexibly allocated to cope with bursty traffic. According to the 

matching degree between the logical pipe capacity of the hardware system and the transmission service 

granularity, the flexible bandwidth features are classified into the following types: 

 If the logical pipe capacity is larger than the transmission service granularity, a single logical pipe can 

be used to carry services of multiple granularities. In this case, transmission efficiency can be 

improved by applying the ODUflex technology to flexibly configure and adjust transmission 

bandwidth. 

 If the logical pipe capacity is smaller than the transmission service granularity, multi-port binding and 

bandwidth allocation must be configured using technologies such as FlexO. 

In addition, new centralized intelligent management and control technologies such as SDN must be used to 

implement E2E network management and control, efficient network deployment, flexible resource 

allocation, and rapid service provisioning. 

4.3.1 Flexible Bandwidth Adjustment Technology — ODUflex 

Traditional ODUk encapsulation has a certain standard capacity. Limited by capacity standards, some 

small-granularity services may be encapsulated with the capacity of a large standard pipe. This wastes 

network resources. Flexible rate ODU, known as ODUflex, can flexibly adjust channel bandwidths ranging 

from 1.25G to 100G. Its features are as follows: 

 Efficient transport 

ODUflex provides flexible rate adaptation mechanisms for users to flexibly configure container 

capacities based on service traffic volume, so that bandwidth can be efficiently used and the per-bit 

transmission cost can be reduced. This feature is shown in 4.3.1 Figure 28. 
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Figure 28 Flexible container capacity configuration of ODUflex 

 

 

 High compatibility 

ODUflex applies to various types of services, including video, storage, and data services, and is 

compatible with the transmission requirements of future IP services. 

Figure 29 shows the mapping path FC4G -> ODUflex -> ODU2. ODUflex signals are encapsulated 

into four timeslots of an ODU2 container. The remaining timeslots can be used to carry other service 

signals, achieving 100% bandwidth usage. 

Figure 29 ODUflex mapping process (FC4G -> ODUflex -> ODU2)) 

 

 

Network edge access services, such as 5G, IoT, and private line services, are complex and temporary. 

Therefore, hitless pipe adjustment must be performed based on the actual service bandwidth. In this 

case, the ITU-T Hitless Adjustment of ODUflex (G.HAO) protocol is required.  

G.HAO dynamically allocates N timeslots for ODUflex based on the access service rate, and then 

maps the ODUflex signal to a higher-order ODU channel. If the access service rate is changed, the 

NMS adjusts the number of timeslots allocated for all sites between the source and sink using G.HAO. 

In this manner, the ODUflex size is adjusted to ensure hitless service adjustment. 

For 5G transport, ODUflex is an effective measure to carry 5G network slices, and different ODUflex 

signals are used to isolate 5G network slices on the transport network. 

4.3.2 Flexible Interconnection Interface Technology — FlexO 

With the development of optical-layer flexible grid technology, the flexible client service adaptation 

develops and further promotes the OTN layer to flexibly adapt to the development of the optical layer and 

service adaptation layer. However, the flexible line interface is limited by the actual optical module rate, 

and a low-cost solution is required for application to short-haul interfaces between domains. Because of 

this challenge, FlexO technology has emerged in the industry. 

The FlexO interface can reuse the Ethernet gray optical module that supports OTU4 to implement an 

N*100G short-haul interconnection interface, allowing devices from different vendors to communicate with 

each other through this interface. FlexO provides a flexible OTN short-haul interconnection interface, 

which is called FlexO Group. This interface is used to carry OTUCn signals and implemented by binding 

N*100G FlexO interfaces. The rate of each 100G FlexO interface is equal to the standard rate of OTU4. 

FlexO applies mainly to two scenarios. 
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Figure 30 Connecting routers and transport devices through FlexO 

 

 

In scenario 1, shown in Figure 30, FlexO is used between routers and transport devices, as shown in Figure 

30. The routers encapsulate data traffic into ODUk/ODUflex signals, and then multiplex the signals to 

ODUCn/OTUCn signals for multiplex section (MS) and link monitoring. Then, the N*100G FlexO 

interface is used to carry OTUCn signals to implement the interconnection between routers and transport 

devices. 

Figure 31 Connecting OTN management domains through FlexO IrDI 

 

 

In scenario 2, shown in Figure 31, FlexO is used as an inter-domain interface for the interconnection and 

interworking between management domains. The OTN signal of this inter-domain interface is OTUCn, and 

is implemented by carrying the OTUCn signal through an N*100G FlexO interface. 

The N*100G FlexO interface has been standardized. As IEEE 802.3 200GE/400GE standards improve, 

ITU-T/SG15 is developing related M*200G/400G FlexO interfaces and formulating standards to enrich the 

short-haul interconnection interface capabilities of OTN. 
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4.3.3 Fast Service Selection and Provisioning Technology — TSDN 

In 2012, Transport Software Defined Network (TSDN) was first proposed in the industry to apply and 

extend SDN technologies on transport networks. Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) is the most important and 

valuable case of TSDN. When customers use terminals or the Portal to reserve bandwidth services, the 

TSDN controller quickly provisions services by managing the device information of the entire network, 

automatically and globally allocating resources in the background system. BoD services can better meet the 

dynamic and on-demand bandwidth requirements created by cloud DCI and cloud enterprise private lines 

(EPLs), and can improve network resource utilization and user experience. In addition, TSDN can work 

with the OTN latency measurement technology to visualize the latency information of the entire network 

and to perform operations, including searching, planning, managing, and protecting, over the shortest path. 

The 5G networks of the future will pose more challenges for TSDN solutions. Transport networks must 

support efficient, dynamic, and on-demand network slicing to satisfy the bandwidth, reliability, and 

low-latency requirements of various services. They must also work with the upper-layer IP and wireless 

networks to achieve cross-layer and cross-layer coordination of bandwidths and resources and guarantee 

E2E service quality. In addition to the collaborative slicing algorithm, the northbound slicing API of the 

transport network is critical to E2E slicing collaboration. The OIF/ONF is also developing Virtual 

Transport Network Service (VTNS) specifications and corresponding northbound API models to address 

the challenges that new services will present in the future. 
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5 Conclusion and Outlook 

Optical transport networks are critical to the modern economy and society. With the popularization of 5G 

application and network cloudification, transport networks are facing surging traffic and increasing 

requirements for ultra-low latency, high reliability, high flexibility, and intelligence. The existing network 

architecture cannot meet these requirements. China Telecom believes that the solutions and key 

technologies explored in this white paper can help to better address challenges in the 5G era. 

To satisfy requirements for ultra-high bandwidth, non-coherent technologies can be used in the 

short-distance fronthaul field to increase rates by five-fold. In the future, with the development of DSP 

ultra-frequency technologies, a ten-fold or higher rate increase will be attainable. In terms of 

midhaul/backhaul transmission, low-cost coherent modules based on silicon photonics and photonic 

integration technologies can provide the optimal configuration for bandwidth and costs over a 100 km 

transmission distance. 

Flexible grooming and adjustment technologies such as ODUflex, FlexO, ROADM, and optical 

cross-connect (OXC) can be used to support flexible network grooming. In addition, SDN can be used to 

implement E2E network management and control, offering the optimal configuration of network resources, 

maximum pipe utilization, and fast service provisioning. 

For operators, 5G is an important service, and the transport network must support the unified transport of 

all services. Based on the advantages of OTN technologies, such as high bandwidth and transparent 

transmission, the OTN/WDM multi-service transport network provides unified and integrated transport of 

various services, including 5G, fixed broadband, cloud, and government and enterprise private line services. 

OTN has a mature industry with comprehensive standardization. OTN can meet most 5G transport 

requirements, including those for high bandwidth, low latency, high-precision clock, and high reliability. 

Technological evolution based on OTN is efficient, and can balance both risk and cost to enable 5G 

transport. 

To satisfy the 5G fronthaul requirements for low cost and latency, OTN technologies must be simplified by 

reducing multiplexing layers, simplifying overheads, and applying larger tributary timeslots (TSs). To 

satisfy the midhaul/backhaul transmission requirements for flexible networking, the route forwarding 

function must be enhanced based on the enhanced OTN packet processing capability. 
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6 Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Acronym/Abbreviation Full Spelling 

3GPP The 3rd Generation Partner Project 

AAU Active Antenna Unit 

ASON Automatically Switched Optical Network 

BBU Baseband Unit 

BGP Border Gateway Protocol 

BoD Bandwidth on Demand 

CA Carrier Aggregation 

CFP Centum Form-factor Pluggable 

CDC Colorless, Directionless & Contentionless 

CDN Content Delivery Network 

CoMP Coordinated Multipoint Transmission/Reception 

CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

CO Central Office 

CPE Customer Premise Equipment 

CU Centralized Unit 

CWDM Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

DCI Data Center Interconnect 

DMT Discrete Multi-Tone 

DSP Digital Signal Processor 

DU Distribute Unit 

DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing 

eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband 

FlexE Flexible Ethernet 

EPC Evolved Packet Core 

FO Full Outdoor 

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 

GFP Generic Framing Procedure 

G.HAO Hitless Adjustment of ODUflex 

IPFPM IP Flow Performance Measurement 
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Acronym/Abbreviation Full Spelling 

IPRAN IP Radio Access Network 

IS-IS Intermediate System to Intermediate System 

MCS Multi-cast Switching 

MEC Mobile Edge Computing 

MLSE Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation 

mMTC Massive Machine Type Communication 

MPLS-TP Multiprotocol Label Switching Traffic Policing 

OAM Operation, Administration, and Maintenance 

ODU Optical Channel Data Unit 

OLT Optical Line Terminal 

OSPF Open Shortest Path First 

OTN Optical Transport Network 

OXC Optical Cross Connection 

P2P Point to Point 

PAM4 Pulse Amplitude Modulation 4 

QoS Quality of Service 

QSFP Quad Small Form-factor Pluggable 

RAN Radio Access Network 

ROADM Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplex 

SDN Software-defined Networking 

SNCP Sub-Network Connection Protection 

TDD Time Division Duplex 

UE User Equipment 

uRLLC Ultra Reliable & Low Latency Communication  

VTNS  Virtual Transport Network Service 

WDM Wave-division Multiplexing 

WSON Wavelength Switched Optical Network 

WSS Wavelength Selective Switching 
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